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CONTROL (Lone)# eae 
The Sega Charts 

Top Ten chart action for all the Sega systems, 
Check out your favourite games here every issue. 

[letcome Screen Y = wo up — down mover_new entry re-entry 

Hey, Boomers! a 
amazing! No sooner bad | mentioned in my lst 

Welcome Screen that the humes-who-think-they-are-in weaerote 1 new FLASHBACK 
charge bad been deluged by yourletes and drawings, piracy 2. Y SUPER KICK OFF 
than another tidal wave of them rived, absolutly witimedio 
swamping the humes. ls alot quieter round here atthe multi-purpose 3 mew FATAL FURY 
‘moment. Way to g0, Boomers! editorial server-droid 4% ECCO THE DOLPHIN 

I the humes wee not buried under your letters now i with enhonced grophies and sound copabilties 5 Y PGA TOUR GOLF 2 
they'd want me to thank each and eer oe of you who OPERATING SYSTEM: Classified prototype ‘ 
have tote the tine to wit or draw something. We'd tke fl | MEMORY/STORAGE: Classified, but known to run 6 V TINY TOOKS: BUSTER'S TREASURE 
to reply to each of you personally but if we did there'd be into gigabytes. 7 — SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
oie nS! cent hr lJCOMPATINE MTA can wd fr Se 8 Y ROAD RASH 2 
thanks and lookout forthe best eters and drawings in formats NM 
Speedin. ORIGIN: Created during freak accident in © eee STNECIS UTR INUES 

‘One thing may of you wanted to know more about was highly secret research lab. All that is known is 10-4% DESERT STRIKE 
yours truly, Megadroid. Therefore, due to popular demand thot @ bolt of lightning struck the lab during the 
{atest woo ol, resent the deine side tomy HM tagt run of an advanced artificial Inteligence 
mace se sere o hs page. v3. eet ooseer a aA 

Forthose of ou not wishing ta be dazaled by eis sou, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 sea w J a scientists during off-duty breaks, seems 
such afabules profile (hey, where's everyone elie lesa toed ce sien soning V MICKEY MOUSE 2 
vin!) thre re the atest seasatoal sive of ba esacoleos ol elena TAZMAKIA 
Swe, sc At, San and Wow Bort be 
Oa their notes and computer records have since v LEMMINGS fever dvoppeored. Foul play is suspected, Sheesh, the thiags 
os apt . Megadroid must have escaped the fote of the V ALIEN STORM 
eee — scientists somehow. All that i known is that, WIMBLEDON TEHHIS 

‘one day, he appeared in the STC offices. With G-LOC 
his massive databanks of information on Sega 8 Y panius2 
gomes and characters he was immediately put 
to work - cleaning the desks and scrubbing the 9 new TECMO WORLD CUP 
flrs! 10-4 ALIEH 3 

To this doy Megodrid is convinced he is 
undervalued, underused and better thon any of 
the humane homes} running STC! 
FAVOURITE COMIC: What do you think? 1 -— SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
FAVOURITE FOOD: Plastic, aluminium, 2 MICKEY MOUSE 2 
ee {he °e built-in re _— 3 — LEMMINGS 
cycling uit) j a ~— "\ ), 4 NICK € MACK: GLOBAL GLADIATORS 
oe 5 STREETS OF RAGE 
MOMENT s) ‘ 6 df BATMAN RETURNS 
Flashback (MD). “""s partici 7 V SUPER KICK OFF 

8 V TAZMAHIA 
9 Y SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX 
10-f& CHUCK ROCK 
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THIS 1S 
ALL MY’ FAULT! 

SPIKEBALL WILL 
CERTAINLY BE ALOT 
MORE USE TO ME 

=e 
’ "AND SINCE CONSIDERING THE ie enue Coes 

eataerer Ne SPECIAL ZONE \S MY NEW a NOM 
inet LN BASE OF OPERATIONS, 1 

TO NEED ALL THE HELE 

Way IN, I THOUGHT T 
SHOULD MAKE SURE 
T EGG-STERMINATED 

THEM ALL! 



RATHER SEE WHAT 
HAPPENS WHEN I TRY 
A SUPERGONIC 6PIN 

WHILE I'M 
HOLDING Your 
MOUSTACHE? 

OTN 
HE'S GOT JET 

HE'S GETTING 
WAY! 
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game type: 

DRIVING 

«8 Bor iN Moxstée Worn is a conversion from the 
2 Drive game of the same name. It has 

the same gorgeous graphics, twinkly 
cand stupidly addi 
# Boy now hos far more arcade action 

fiendish puzzles to solve than ever 

are Shion and you have to rid 
ser Wo on ting ry AGHTNG §=° GG 

, You stort with just your trusty 
word and the most basic boots and 
thing. 
As you progress through this 
ade/adventure romp you have to destro 
welrd creatures that confront you.They 

lease gold coins or hearts to top up 
1 strength, Gold coins can be exchanged 
hops for power-ups and extra weapons. 

1 can call up your vital statistics at any time by 
the Start button. You then access a series of 

-down menus where you can access weapons, 

he original battle and the 
ected itself. Mr X, the head 

im. 
ith choice of 

ic tracks and 
hields, armour, boots, magic and items collected «full options menu 

9 the way. As you pick them up your drop-down f 
enu will show them as collected and you can pick 

d choose at will. One ofthe nicer touches Is the 
ice of magic spells you have, with thunde 

eorthquakes and firestorm to name but thre 
Overall Wonoe® Bor IN Monstex Worto Is another COREE 65 

d if you have any of the previous games 
you must get this, it really is that good. 

1.0 newcomer to the Wonotx Bor series i 
, you couldn't ask for a better 

ction (unless you read the Wonoee Bor strip in Soren + ae 
Megadroid) = ver ond they now 

combos.Yau con 
ah, you RAVES GRAVES 

Addictive 
aetion and 
puzzles 

Slow toiget in to 

is a two player option 
two Game Gears with the cable 

dary Yuzo Kushiro who did 
Drive 4 the sion 

funky beat and laid back stroll feel. - 
reunite % 



‘Those Wolfteom chappies ore howling again! 
Time Gat is the latest cartoon arcade to 

converted to the Mega CO. You play Time Gol who 
travels to diferent tim 
‘overcome the dargers that foce her the 

isto come with Time Gel fighting off 
dinosaurs and vicious water beosts 

Ifthe going is too tough then you con go fo the 
‘option screen and up your lives to four and choose 
from easy, normal and hard difficulty levels.You 
con even listen to some groovy game sound 
effects, 

(On going inte the game you find out what time 
zone you have entered. Then Time Gol oppears 
‘ond you have to follow the on screen prompts by 
‘pushing up, down, left or right or hitting o button 
4 fire, You con also get on screen text prompts to 
choose from if you really lose your way, On losing 
all your lives you get the chance to continue 
three tim 

The attion is voried ond the presentation good 
Tat Gat offers plenty of scenes to work through 
‘and the random choice mokes for @ challenging 
gome. 
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D MIGHT OF (CE MORE THE SHADOW OF THE WAM wiry rive conaBin 

THE NINTH EXECUTIONERS I ee eee THEIle ELEMENTAL POWERS, THEIR DO 
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A 8) 

PERHAPS THIS TIME MUSASHI 
CAN PRY SOME USEFUL PIECE 
OE INFORMATION THAT WILL 
HELP HIM FREE NFOKO. 

THEM SEND 
je ES) 



Sega's Show Sensations 
Huge crowds flocked to. Sega's CES stand in Chicago to witness the hottest new 
items in video gaming 

HOT HARDWARE 

VR FOR THE HEAD 
An actual finished, working Vieruat Reauy headset was on display, along with o 
not-quite-finished game, Its sleek and futuristic to look at with fully adjustable 
width ond depth settings to fit even the biggest head. There’s also a special focus 
control 

‘The good news is this beauty really delivers! Moving your head up, down, left 
or right shows objects all around you, most of which you can engage in battle 

The VR game on display was leon Hanuer, a 360-degree shooting extravaganza 
You control @ radar scope and have to find and destroy swarms coming in from all 
sides. The picture is in 3D ond there's full stereo surround sound 

Even in its unfinished state, the game demonstrated one thing - VR is coming to 
the Mega Drive and it is coming soon. Sega hope to have the system on sale 
around Christmas this year in the US at a price of about $200. It should be 
available in Europe soon after that. 

ACTIVATOR FOR THE BODY 
Sega's new Acrwvaroe controller was being shown off with Sretets oF Rast 2 for the 
Mega Drive 

This unique ‘total body’ peripheral enables the player to stand in an octagonal 
frame. Leaps, kicks and orm movements high and low break beams of infra-red 
ight and control corresponding moves on the screen. Tue AcrivaTor should be 

available in the US and Europe later this year. Price has yet to be set. 

AWESOME ARCADES 

SONIC FOR THE ARCADES 
Sonic is coming to the arcades, A new Sonic 
arcade game console with a 50-inch screen wos 

on show at the CES. The big news is that Sonic has 

a new sidekick in the game (no details os yet). You 
control, via @ trackball and button, either him or 

Sonic - or together - as they battle Dr Robotnik 

across five different lands. You have to collect, 
rings for energy as you beat nasties or leap 
oround. 

The grophics are beautiful ond the action fast and super-sick. There are plenty 
of fun touches and the gameplay is fiendishly addictive. 

WACKO’S WILD RIDE 
¢ of the biggest hits of the show was the ASI simulator. This mini-van size 

special simulator unit can hold up to eight people at a time. 
The game on display was Sceanstt Traine, introduced by, of all people, 

Michael Jackson (oww!). He takes you through the three training stages in the 
space shuttle you are controlling - engine ignition, combat training and landing, 

The graphics are straight out of Stat Wars and the ASI lurches its passengers 
around on hydraulic jacks, providing a brilliant ride. Look for the ASI in arcades 
later this year. 

Special 
Report 

The USA is 0 great place 
to be at any time, but the 
place to be each summer 
is Chicago and the 
massive Consumer 
Electronics Show (CES). 
Here all manner of 
electronic wonders are 
revealed from car radios, 
to home cinema systems 
to..video games! 

CES is the place all the major game companies show off the very 
latest hardware and software. There are also glimpses of amazing new 
technologies that could transform video gaming as we know it. 
STC’s super snooper, Tony Takoushi, was despatched to bring back the 

hottest news of new Sega developments. 

‘Asnesk, 

IS IT REAL OR IS IT CG2? 
Probably the most gob-smacking hardware item at the show was'the Indy Racing 

simulation called Davrona Nascan Geano Prix. This showed off Sega's new 
arcade technology called the CG2 system. Its 0 32-bit computer with 
the ability to produce 300,000 textured polygons with perspective 
texture-mapping and up to 900,000 vector calculations per second 
{meaning Vieux Racine-style graphics but for, far better. | couldn’t tell 
whether the images in this game were computer-generated or actuol 
TV footage! 



Software on Show 

New games by the ton at CES - 
many for the Sega systems 

Tot dan a tan 2: Co 
tot ume 
Aso Abt 
Ereanat Champions: Sega 
Street Fiouren b 
detailed ond 

he ea 
Jurassic Panx: The summer’ 

a ond Nintendo, both h n display. Both 
mpanies h n arcade action as the style with a vari 

of dinosaur-beating 

Shinost 3: M 

Rant K: A 
ullets to avoid, 

GGunstar Herors: One of the b 3 is almost 
omplete, It has the most in hies and puls 

g action you v 
ised special techniq 

wumber of colours seen on the 
Dashin’ DesPeaavos: A on 
ave to beat yo buddy to get the girl 

Monrat Consat (Acclaim): Amazing! Graphics straight out of the 
ades, Fast, smooth acti 

orth a quick mention: Spioet-MAN/X-Men, BarrusToADs Vs, Douste 
Dragon and Rocky & BuLLWINKLe, 

Sriuae Fox: A 30 shoote 
average gameplay 

Wivey Beamish and Teemiator - both from Virgin: Shaping up well 
Levnat Enroncens: Based on Ko hit ore 

il pack for this game has its own 

jamix with a tasty intro ond 

je game 

Reset Assauir: Hot Srae Wars game from JVC. Brilliant film 
ences ani shooting action. 

Map Dos McCaet: Familiar to all you arcade aficionados, soon to 
aring on the elease dates or 

Short Bursts 
WAR IS HELLARIOUS 

Meet Generals Chaos and Hove. These 
characters lead the armed forces of 

Morinica and Vicera respectively, two of 
the most bitter enemies in the history of 
armed combat 

In an age where war is the ultimate 
sport you must help the generals by 
controling teams, or squads of troops with 
flame throwers, bazookas or good old- 
fashioned hand-to-hand fighting 
techniques. Your goal is simple; conquer 

your opponent's capital by wreaking havoc over 
50 different battlefields with some serious examples of firepower. 

6 is the new killer comedy combat game for one or two players 
from Electronic Arts for the Mega Drive. Its @ game of total destruction 
featuring cartoon graphics ond o gritty sense of humour 
Available in August, £44.99 

TECHNO NASTIES 
In a time yet to come, the forces of 
technology and magic clash. I flls to 
Ronan, Wizard Prince of the Inner Realm, 
to defend his lond from the invasion of the 
Techlords, He must drive out the demons, 
pursue them through the portal into the 
unknown Outer Realm, discover their 
source and destroy them, 

Ronaan has over nine different 
combat spells ond four non-combat spells 
at his disposal for battle over the seven 
worlds of the Outer Reoim. There are also 

two trusty bodyguards, Chazz and Farrg, to help him. The player chooses. 
which of these two will accompany him as 0 computer-controlled ally. Ronaan 

n also call on Indar, ¢ magical falcon that can scout ahead to find the 
enemy. 

TeciwoC.ass is on epic adventure from Electronic Arts. Over 60 levels of 
near-top-down perspective battle action await as well as challenges to 

mplete certain tasks. TecunoC.ash will be available for the Mega Drive in 
August, £44.99 

SONIC 2 BY THE BOOK 
Prepare to learn the real inside info on Sowic THe HeootHos 
2, with probably the best book ever written on the game 
(er..is that what you wanted me to say, Tony?). Written by 
STC’s own Tony Takoushi itis the definitve walkthrough 
uide to Sowic 2, with detoiled maps and full written 
description of how to get through the gome 

There are also special sections and exclusive pictures of 
zones never before seen in Sowic 2. The Wood Zone and 
Hidden Palace Zone were in the development versions of 
Somic 2 but were later dropped. Exclusive pictures and the 
real cheot screen ore all revealed. 

For those that cannot wait there is also an exclusive 
preview of the CO Sowic tie HeooeHoo with descriptions of 
how it plays and how it is different from the Mega Drive 
version of Sowic 2. 

Sowic THe Heootos 2 is the first ofthe Sick Sou Goto 
Guioss from Hippo books. Other games will be featured in 
future guides. it's on sale June 18th ot a reasonable £3.99. 

(Okay, Tony, that’s another fiver you owe me. Tony? Where'd he go?) 





DEMONS 
oF DEATH- 

THE sun 
Rises. THE 

SACRIFICE BEGINS. 
“TYRUS- FLARE 
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NEXT ISSUE: FIREORAKE FELL. 



Level 2 
7 HOSTAGES 

Level | 
3 HOSTAGES 

Start by going dowa the ladders 
where the arrows are, then £0 
right, Once the first giel is rescued | 
co back to the start. Now go up the 
soxt ladder and walk across the top 
of the boat, get the second girl and 
cll down the ladders. Run down 

climbing up the trees te the green 
g0 up to rescue girl two 

go right to the te 
the steps and keep goit 
Climb down the next fa 
walk sh y to the right. Sh 

and as soon as you see the 
suickly ron to the left te 

avoid being hit. Now eli 
your right, and rue watching 
guards a5 you 

Go down the next fadd 
boat, Walk to the right edge, 
guard on the next one, Then ji 

ight again, Climb up the ladd 
run left, Pick wp the Q Case, then go right 

Hk to the right slowly, and stay crouche 
of the groun 

Keep shooting until he is dei 
right and climb up the next tree to rescue the 
third girl. Go back past the dead doctor, and clim 

te the second room. Walk left into a 
r, and up the ladders for the fourth girl. 

go right. Climb to the Ist branch 
and jump right avoiding the pit. 

firing at y 

Da and oe ap the I ‘Kis ct Walk right, fall into the next pit, rescue the Sth 
ey nis a0 In eae irl and climb up the ladders, Walk left, 
up the next fadder, go right, then the ladder and collect the Q Case to the left 
another ladder to collect the final girl. 

Now go right, and down the next ladder, 
Jump over the bomb, jump on the next 
platform, hill the guard, then travel down 
the lift Now stand on the steps, and shoot 

rd by firing up, 

the Ist platform. Climb to the very top and walk 
slowly right 

Keep firing at the ship, but heep out th 
it’s fire. Using your grenades will be 
run to the right at 
jets, They will throw y 

re go right to rescue the 6th girl. Drop doy 
‘the ground, and walh left to get the final girl, Go 
right and up a slope. Wait for the lift to go down 

it, Mt the bottom go left to activate 
to level 3. 

Jaws will keep walking left to right, Stay on 
the steps and keep firing up when be comes fie 
near. Repeat until he is dead, then collect 
the heart for vital energy. Go back and 
activate the bomb, return to the steps and 
run right. Stand about am inch from the lift 
shaft and jumpion. Go left to Exit at the 
hottom, and jump onto the submarine w 
it appears, 



Level 3 : Top Tips 
4 HOSTAGES the ladders is very slow. A 

Get on the lift and ge to the top floor. Run righ is to press A and Down. This 
toreseue the Ist girl, Go all the way back, and at speed. When th 

take the lift te the bottom floor to rescue the rds are around, the best way to avoid 
tick, Walk right, and jump onto the moving platform. shot is to press Up in the door 
Make sare you jump onte the island in the mi The guards will pass you without noticing. 

the bombs, Once across, walk right a ssiplokiny tho etlaniiRe 
ladder. Once at the top, take the 

nd go left to get the 374 gi a guard, they really ¢ bh 

Stay where you are and keep shooting up at her until 
she is dead. Climb up and collect the heart, then walk 
right near the ava. When the trolley comes alo 

up to grab ont it. Drop of it and land the right 
hand side of the guard, immediately shoot him and 
limb down the ladders to save the Ath girl. Go all the 
way back to the main platform, then go left and up to 
ret on the lift. Get off on the next platform and 
collect the Q Case, Go all the way up to the top of the | 
building, 

Make sure you stand on the left hand side of the last 
lift going y you don’t get hurt by the boss. jo the platform and keep shooting until it 
blows up. When it's go mb off and run like mad to your right and climb down all of the 
platforms, Then go right and up. Jump on the trolley te get to the right and it’s level 4, 

Level 4 
5 HOSTAGES 

Run right until you come to the end. While doing 
be very careful when you jump across the 
timing is very important to avoid the fireballs. 
sure your reflexes are fast to shoot the scientists as 
they are very quick on the draw, Once you are at 
‘end collect the Q Case ai 

The time limit is fairly strict here so you need { 
fast. Keep throwing your grenades at him and 
shooting, but wateh out for his laser fire. Ba 
when he shoots then attack again, Repeat until h 
hhas gone, then ran to your right to meet you! 
challenge. 

jump right, a 
Run along to the left 

fire jets Mi ng across each one is bat 
perfect timin across the 3rd jet. 

dge, this way Oddjob 
won't be able to bit you when he throws Wis hat, When 
he comes to the edge on the other side, keep firing 
until be is dead thon femp left and 
up the next ladder, Go left Into a corridor and collect 
other Q Case at the end, Now go to the top and get 

the 2nd gir, Climb down, go right and jump onto the 
¢ shuttle, Travel across to the right until you 

come to another corridor, Go along and collect 3 
another Q Case, then climb up the ladder. At the top be auick to pick this up 
to let across the to ofthe shuttle, Goto the end of EERIE Na ya He is actually very easy to destroy. Just go str 
the oext corridor to get gic! 3. f up the ladder and stand there shooting. Jaws « 

Go up the lft and at the top you will find the fourth touch you fram here, so after a number of hit 
title Go right and up the next ladder, Run left to get the will blowup and that blonde will appe 
last girl Set off the bomb, climb up the ladder and run right, and co ap to ber for that long-awaited kiss! 

Jaws has somehow come back from the dead af 
Killing him on the first level to try and stop you, 
quite kindly throws out ammo from time to time 



Welt 
WELL. IF IT ISN'T 

'WONDER BOY’ 

FES 

YOU'D MAKE 







Ag 
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WAGONS! THEYRE 

pousLe 
BUBBLIN' 
TROUBLE! 



Send your letters and drawings to: 
Speedlines, Sonic The Comic, 

London WC1H 9SU. 

it! Snazzy reviews, brilliant comic strips - 
d with news, info, wicked tips and 

nd all for 95p. With some computer mags 
0, STC worth the money. 

on, EYDON, NORTHANTS. MD OWNER, 
Sonic BADGE WINNER, 

True, Peter, true. You also don’t 
get to suffer with loads of pics of 
trange-looking humes in STC. Just 

jerful me, Megadrold 

Dear STC, 
This letter Is about Mr Oldfash who made that 

really awful comment about your mag in the first 
issue. All | can say is | hope he is reading th 
because | just hope he falls flat on his face. | think 
Sonic The Comic is the best. 
Dowian BEADLE, Devizes, WiLts. Sonic BADGE 
miner. 

Thanks, Dorian. You weren't alone 
in wanting to re-arrange Mr 
Oldfash’s facial features. | ha 

=" feeling Oldfash is reading this 
will be heard from againt 

your 6 yearpald) 
You're obviously noWgoing to print\y fig lett 

because you're So blsody élticken. 

= ive your realname2), This 

Dear STC, 
sly 36 pages ofrab! 

134 pages of a great Sega For £1.95/1 ear 
magazin ROBOTNIK 

Dr Robotatk’s ‘egg’ jokes THROWS A 

it 6 year-olds, aren't Ty general as Fit 
Sega asyGay, the 9-14 age greup, Soalc is John 

hard 
think Luigi could beat him upjiRobotnjk, wha is 
meaner that’ Doomsday from the SurcruAy cBmics, 

id stfong. The yy he is drawn anyone would Mulcreevy, 
Birmingham. 
MD owner. 
Sonle badge 
winner. 

is i habd as My Little Pony! 
‘The Reviby Zine: How’catlyou soy Toy Jeeny 

has better graphits.than Roan Rucnoth? Uryigiving 
the games a ratfagion VifeSpan - something most 
Sega games lab 

Suiwosi is welita}O-but Wrbit too complicated for 

S MonnisMKonban. Sonic ehbge LoseR. , 

Yeall, yeah. That's a vét¥ boring, 
old @hallenge, S (why@fan’t you A t 

case prattied on forever wbout/what he 
didn't like about STC/fo.4 and) athleved the 
distinction of being the anly negative letter 
out of the thousands we rétéived. Boomers 
from 8 to 28 loved STC. including'@ year- 
olds who had no problem with Shinobi! 

rinted + 

true! Every letter and 
ial prize! Yes, this page wins a Seg: 

2 badge - exclusive to STC - can be 
rating the earth-shattering 



Fill in & send to: 
Sonic The Comic, 
25/31 Tavistock Place, 

London WC1H 980 

Enter your high score or 
achievement here! 

SYSTEM:- (please tick) 
wo ]s[_]ee[_]mco[] 

What SEGA game would you like to 
I see as a stc strip in the future? 

would make a great comic 
strip in sTc 

a 
A HITS THIS I: 

List your three favourite stories 
in this issue in order of 

preference 

HOW DO YOU RATE ISSUE 4 


